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Supervising the New Clinician
Paul Hoard, PhD, LCPC, ACS; Seth Wescott, LMLP
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Objectives

1. Participants will develop an understanding of common pitfalls in 
supervising new therapists working with individuals with histories of 
sexual abuse.

2. Participants will be able to articulate specific steps to optimize the 
supervisory relationship for therapist’s working with individuals with 
histories of sexual abuse.

3. Participants will engage with ways to facilitate selfcare, education, 
and skills development for new therapists working with individuals 
with histories of sexual abuse.
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Overview

Difficulties

Common pitfalls in 
supervising new 
clinicians. 

Unique challenges to the 
induction process of our 
field

Power dynamics

Postures

Ways of approaching 
and considering the 
supervisory relationship

How can we approach 
and frame what is 
happening to maximize 
the relationship?

Case Examples

A supervisee who works 
with Seth, under my 
clinical supervision.

Addressing 
gender/racial/power 
dynamics 

Challenges and 
Successes
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Case Example: Miranda
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Miranda

Graduated from a counseling program with a focus on marriage and couple 
therapy. Saw Paul for clinical supervision, working towards her clinical 
(independent) license. Seth worked as her manager. She came into the field with 
no experience in working with individuals with histories of sexual misbehavior
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Challenges:
-Boundaries with supervisors - power 
dynamics
-countertransference towards clients

Successes:
-Free to utilize different strengths of 
different supervisors
-Personal, clinical, and professional 
identity development. Not sacrificing 
one for the other
-Recognition of and safety talking 
about weaknesses
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Difficulties
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New Clinicians

Challenge 1

General Inexperience

Beyond the complexities 
of our field, they are new 
to the art and skill of 
psychotherapy with 
minimal clinical training. 

Challenge 2

Information

Most graduate programs 
do not cover sexual 
offending behavior and 
treatment in their 
curriculum

Mandated vs voluntary 
clients

Challenge 3

Countertransference

Deeply personal work on 
topics that often trigger 
our own histories. 
Learning to hold a 
therapeutic posture 
towards those who are 
labeled as “sex 
offenders”
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The Tyranny of the Urgent

We often substitute their learning for calming our own anxiety

Informational concerns often take precedent over formational possibilities
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Parallel Processes
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The Other Side of Complexity

How do we invite them out of 
ignorance and into complexity?
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Educating or Training

Education:

● Avoids answers
● Prefers complexity
● Increases uncertainty
● Prefers ambiguity and 

nuances
● Encourages individual, 

critical thinking

Training:

● Right and wrong answers
● Certainty
● Flow-charts and procedures
● Reduces individual thinking 
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Power Considerations

Supervisors have power over their supervisees

This field is small, making supervisors opinions worth more than in other 
supervisory relationships

These can work to make it harder for supervisees to feel safe enough to be honest

How can supervisors “own” their power in the room?

How are issues of race, power, and privilege discussed and addressed?
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Countertransference – Warning Signs

Ineffective boundaries (too rigid, too permeable)

Dreading sessions (avoiding sessions)

Over-disclosure 

Becoming ‘triggered’ (not always apparent to the individual)
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Postures Towards Supervision
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Why Postures

Not checklist

No replacement for your judgment in that room with that person at that time

Postures help us be more readily able to engage certain self-states than others
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Developmental Framings

Where is the supervisee starting from? 

-Education

-Experience

-Interest in the field

-Personal histories

-Approach to clinical work
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A series of necessary disappointments

Allowing disappointments instead of denying them

NOT purposefully creating them

Like adolescents with their parents, supervisees need to grow past their 
supervisors. - how comfortable are you with teens?
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